Program on Corporate Ethics and Compliance Fordham Law

presents

Advance Corporate Compliance Institute

November 6, 2021
9 a.m. – 1 p.m. EST
Zoom Webinar
The Advanced Compliance Institute will use an engaging case-study approach to immerse students into compliance crises that tripped up successful companies to explore what they tell us about constructing durable and effective compliance programs today.

AGENDA

9 a.m. - 1 p.m. | Why Compliance Programs Fail
Planes, Trains & Automobiles: A Cautionary Tale of How Three Major Transport Manufacturers Lost Sight of Their Values and Took Short Cuts That Ended in Long Term Losses*

(4.0 professional practice CLE)

featuring
Karen Moore, Adjunct Professor, Fordham Law School; Compliance and Privacy Officer, Unisys Corporation

This session will examine how companies can lose their way, despite well-established compliance programs. We will start with a brief consideration of agency, bribery, and systems failures in Boeing, Alstom, and Volkswagen. We will work in teams to look back at possible root causes of these failures, with a focus on tone at the top, and conclude with a considered discussion of the long-term institutional and reputations costs of compliance failures.

CLE CREDIT

Credit has been approved in accordance with the requirements of the New York State CLE Board for a maximum of 4.0 non-transitional and transitional professional practice CLE credits.

CLE course materials are available at: law.fordham.edu/clematerials